ABSTRACT: This perspective sets out to critically evaluate the scope of reactive electrophilic small molecules as unique chemical signal carriers in biological information transfer cascades. We consider these electrophilic cues as a new volatile cellular currency and compare them to canonical signaling circulation such as phosphate in terms of chemical properties, biological specificity, sufficiency, and necessity. The fact that nonenzymatic redox sensing properties are found in proteins undertaking varied cellular tasks suggests that electrophile signaling is a moonlighting phenomenon manifested within a privileged set of sensor proteins. The latest interrogations into these on-target electrophilic responses set forth a new horizon in the molecular mechanism of redox signal propagation wherein direct low-occupancy electrophilic modifications on a single sensor target are biologically sufficient to drive functional redox responses with precision timing. We detail how the various mechanisms through which redox signals function could contribute to their interesting phenotypic responses, including hormesis.
■ CANONICAL SIGNALING SMALL MOLECULES AND MECHANISMS
Arguably the most beautiful aspect of cellular design is the intricacy of signaling subsystems. 1 These pathways stand as lasting testaments to the wonders of evolution, and our understanding of signaling circuits serve as evidence of the ability of scientists to untie the "Gordian knot". This perspective evaluates latest developments in our understanding of and methods to study precision redox signaling, a noncanonical chemical signaling paradigm wherein the cell harnesses endogenous reactive chemicals as input signals to precisely control cellular output.
Many canonical signaling pathways involve an external signal, such as a growth factor or hormone that stimulates a downstream signaling cascade starting at the cell surface and relaying information to the nucleus where (a) specific gene or gene(s) is(are) upregulated. 1 To propagate the upstream signals, messengers are required that can be handed down a specific pathway. We refer to these small signaling mediators as the currency that can be transferred similar to how cash can be traded between parties. Much like in the global community, cell signaling currency is varied. In biology, currency is encoded in small-molecule messengers, such as phosphate, 2 acetate, 3 and methyl. 4 There are also small-protein signal carriers, including ubiquitin, 5 SUMO, 6 NEDD, 7 and ISG. 8 Classical signal transduction operates by three principal methods: (1) turnon/gain of function (including change of function) in which low-occupancy modification of a specific target elicits signal amplification, such as transcriptional activation through stimulatory low-stoichiometry phosphorylation of an upstream kinase; 9−12 (2) turn-off function in which modification turns off the target, such as site-specific histone methylation driving transcription-resistant heterochromatin formation; 13, 14 and (3) dominant loss-of-function in which one signal modification on a target molecule potentiates inhibition of more than one polypeptide, typically through protein multimerization. 15 Signaling carriers can also intersect. Functional trading proceeds at a specific signaling node, leading to sophisticated positive and negative feedback loops all of which serve to help maintain fitness.
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One chemical commonality across these conventional posttranslational modifications is that their installation/removal is almost always enzyme-catalyzed. 16 In the absence of enzymes assisting the removal, these conventional covalent modifications are largely stable, endowing the cell with exquisite control over the signaling networks while affording a relative ease of detection for these modified states by methods such as mass spectrometry (MS). In addition, the preferred/consensus amino-acid landscape can often direct enzyme-mediated modifications, facilitating bioinformatics prediction. Finally, the signal carriers are not inherently reactive, and these enzyme-catalyzed modifications manifest their influence through either charge/steric/stereoelectronic modulations (e.g., phosphorylation, acetylation, etc.) and/or recruitment of secondary messengers (e.g., ubiquitin).
■ DEMONS IN PARADISE? REDOX SIGNALING COMPARED TO CONVENTIONAL ENZYME-ORCHESTRATED SIGNALING PARADIGMS
The most recent decade has witnessed the emergence of a distinctive clique of small signaling mediators, reactive electrophilic and oxygen species (RES/ROS), that orchestrate a noncanonical signaling paradigm called redox regulation. 17−19 Markedly contrasting precise enzyme-controlled regulation that underlies canonical signaling modalities, spatiotemporal RES/ ROS-modification events largely proceed without enzyme catalysis ( Figure 1 ). Precision regulation engendered by these promiscuous and diffusible RES/ROS is intriguing because these chemical agents are deleterious when generated out of control. Yet, the concept that basal, sublethal elevations in endogenous redox signals are beneficial is gaining traction. Regulated reactive signals prime important and possibly essential signaling pathways that promote fitness, bestow longevity, and are indispensable for critical processes such as development.
A class of RES known as lipid-derived electrophiles (LDEs) (Figure 1, inset) , many of which are endogenously produced from membrane peroxidation events, displays diverse biological roles despite featuring structural simplicity. 19 A synthetic RES, Tecfidera, was recently approved for the treatment of multiple sclerosis. 20 Other dietary RES are associated with healthy lifestyles, including isothiocyanates, such as sulforaphane currently in clinical trials for diseases such as prostate cancer and diabetes 21, 22 (Figure 1, inset) . These data imply a hormesis wherein priming by low-level exposure to specific RES/ROS is advantageous (eustress), but higher concentrations exert a detrimental effect (distress). 23 Indeed, hormesis has been observed for numerous toxins including radiation, RES/ROS, and certain poisons. Many other healthy activities also reportedly function through hormesis, including exercise and calorie restriction. 24 Notably, additional fundamental chemical characteristics set RES modifications, the focus of this perspective, apart from ROS signaling. RES modifications oftentimes occur irreversibly, unless modified protein turns over. Furthermore, these LDE signals are often bifunctional; thus once covalently bound to a target typically through Michael addition chemistry to a cysteine, they can undergo secondary reactions at the carbonyl (such as cross-linking via Schiff base formation with a lysine) (Figure 2 , inset).
Since these RES/ROS signals are, in terms of the mechanism of conjugation/inherent instability of the modifications, the polar opposite to the canonical functional modifiers discussed above, the mold that was sculpted by early studies into conventional signaling events needs to be reshaped to accommodate the unique signaling properties displayed by these redox-modulatory messengers. However, until recently, it has remained unclear to what extent classical cell signaling concepts/trends are recapitulated by reactive LDEs. Integrating the latest findings in this rapidly moving field, we discuss below how these noncanonical electrophilic modification events function on a specific target. We also highlight relevant methods of mechanistic interrogations into on-target electrophilic responses along with key considerations necessary for investigating the functional impacts of RES regulation.
■ TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE: REVERSIBLE VS.
IRREVERSIBLE BINDERS AND THE "OFF-TARGET PROBLEM"
Many ligands commonly used in biomedical as well as basic research are reversible binders that require a specific folded protein to form a bound complex. Ligand−target interaction equilibria are typically established swiftly and are reversible. By contrast, RES interacts with targets differently. These molecules form a covalent bond to their target through a relatively slow chemical process that can take minutes to hours, 25−28 Figure 2. Time is of the essence. Deconvoluting precise impacts of target-specific redox responses remains a challenge because on-target binding and responses are often overwhelmed by off-target mass action of these covalent modifications by highly diffusible and reactive (often bifunctional; see Figure 1 , inset) small electrophilic signaling mediators that can react with many targets nonspecifically. The red dot designates a RES signal such as HNE. Inset: dual-reactivity manifested in LDEs such as HNE, potentially resulting in protein cross-links through Schiff base formation (dotted arrow) in addition to conjugate addition (block arrow). Note: Conjugate addition can also occur, but to a lesser extent, with a histdine or lysine (Lys, shown) residue, in addition to with the more nucleophilic residue cysteine (Cys) as shown.
depending on the nature of the target, its subcellular locale, abundance, and potentially, associating partners ( Figure 2 ). Unlike reversible binders, RES interactions with target proteins are often dominated by chemical reactivity (i.e., bond-forming/ breakage kinetics) rather than binding affinity. For this reason, assessments of protein modification/inhibition by LDEs using IC 50 and K d 's are not particularly reliable/relevant. Evaluations of interactions in isolated systems for the reactivity of a target or specificity of a residue to a particular RES signal also require caution. For instance, endogenous bioactive signaling LDEs, such as 4-hydroxynonenal (HNE) (Figure 1 and 2, insets) , readily conjugate to free cysteine at physiological conditions; thus, the presence of a cysteine within any protein potentially endows susceptibility to HNEylation. This is likely true of many RES/ROS signals. Likewise in a cell, with sufficient quantities of RES/ROS available, most proteins will eventually become labeled. As a consequence, since conditions that lead to endogenous LDE signaling are often unknown, it is no simple task to define to what extent the observed modification is "physiological" and "functional". Consistent with the above argument, treatment of cells with a bolus of radiolabeled-or alkyne-tagged-HNE leads to hundreds of modified proteins. 29 The sheer number of modified targets downplays any profit of "polypharmacology". Since these modifications are timedependent, experiments are hard to control, and precise recapitulation of how specific individual modifications directly influence physiologic redox responses in native settings continues to be a formidable challenge in the field. This challenge needs to be addressed since mounting evidence suggests that physiologic redox events proceed with precise timing and spatial/target control.
An additional layer of complexity arises from the fact that the electrophile introduced to the system is not necessarily the active agent. Although strictly true for any ligand, the issue is magnified for reactive LDEs because endogenous small molecules such as glutathione as well as proteins can form adducts with them, changing their chemical and biological properties, while also altering cellular redox state. 17 In the case of related ROS treatment of cells, LDE themselves can be generated as secondary products via cellular ROS-induced membrane peroxidation events. 19 Furthermore, for dualreactivity electrophiles such as HNE, the remaining unreacted aldehyde post-Michael conjugation can still react and form inter/intra molecular protein cross-links (Figure 2, inset) . Michael addition with other less reactive residues (Lys, His) can also occur 19 during uncontrolled treatment or due to proximity.
■ DECONVOLUTING THE FUNCTIONAL COUPLING WITH SPECIFIC CYSTEINES
Many elegant model systems to study redox signaling exist that allow generation of endogenous RES/ROS in the context of specific (patho)physiological states, such as H 2 O 2 signaling through the Nox-isoenzymes. 30 To date, these model systems are yet to be generically applicable. Thus, the most commonly deployed general method to evaluate biochemical mechanisms underlying reactive chemical signal-specific redox pathways of interest involves treating isolated proteins, cells, or animals with excess RES/ROS of interest for minutes to hours. Despite the issues commonly encountered with cumulative off-target effects incurred when bathing with reactive, irreversible binders, the bolus dosing approach is the go-to protocol to identifying large numbers of modified proteins and can be applied to whole organs and model organisms easily. Bolus methods have also shed light on global oxidative stress-related responses. One additional asset of global flooding is the ability to probe phenotypic responses in the context of simultaneous modifications of large numbers of cellular proteins; however, eustress phenotypes are often challenging to be unambiguously linked to modification of specific proteins and to parse from effects of cell death. The reliance on high HNE load continues to muddy the waters limiting our current understanding of physiologic LDE signaling at the molecular level.
Proteome-wide quantitative reactivity profiling has enabled a sizable number of LDE-reactive cysteines (approximately 1% of all cysteines) to be profiled based on their reactivity using MS. 31 Addition of a competing reactive ligand (such as HNE) leads to loss of "sensitive" profiled cysteines from the pool identified by MS, allowing modification of that cysteine, or a functionally coupled residue, to be inferred. This method has numerous advantages over bolus dosing: (1) low RES concentrations can be used; (2) around 1000 reactive cysteines can be profiled using a routine protocol; and (3) specific sites (or sites functionally coupled ones) can be identified. Recent years have witnessed exciting extension of this innovation through the development of probes reportedly specific to tyrosines, lysines as well as second-generation cell-permeable probes. 32 These interventions have begun to address the initial limitations of the system to profiling serines and cysteines and restriction to perform experiments in lysates, although there is no way to assay multiple reactive groups simultaneously or interrogate direct downstream functional response on a specific modified target. Additional general points of consideration in future proteome-profiling-probe development are to reduce reliance on non-native RES mimics, such as iodoacetamide and N-ethylmaleimide (NEM), as the target spectra of different synthetic electrophiles vary and given the relatively low number of cysteines captured the targets modified by synthetic mimics likely do not recapitulate the bona fide innate sensors that sense native signals; and to possibly sidestep bulky affinity handles such as biotin.
It is in principle possible to interrogate functional and pathway relevance of LDE signaling using siRNA/targeted knockout in combination with bolus dosing. However, because of the promiscuity of LDEs coupled with our inability to recapitulate/define/predict a priori "redox signaling", this approach is much less informative than in traditional genetics experiments that probe canonical enzyme-mediated signaling mechanisms. Thus, from both biochemical and genetic grounds, a major limitation in understanding precision redox signaling had been the dearth of methods to directly and precisely link individual targets captured to downstream phenotypes with specificity in timing and target (Figure 1 ).
■ BIOLOGICAL SUFFICIENCY WITHIN SINGLE-PROTEIN-SPECIFIC REDOX SIGNALING
Given the promiscuity and reactivity of diffusible electrophilic small molecules, LDE signaling had been largely considered to operate in a "multi-hit" model in which cumulative modifications of several localized sensor proteins yield a phenotype (Figure 3) . At the other extreme, a model in which modification of a specific sensor is sufficient for response has recently been considered, although until recently it remained an untestable possibility. However, such mechanistic knowledge is of fundamental importance; for instance, if redox signaling pathways are triggered through specific low- stoichiometry modifications leading to a new biological state of a specific target protein, it is critical that these new state(s) and the mechanism whereby this state can elicit functional redox response be interrogated in cells and whole organisms.
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■ ON-TARGET REDOX EVENTS ARE SUFFICIENT DRIVERS OF FUNCTIONAL SIGNALING RESPONSE
A recently developed chemistry-driven platform, "targetable reactive electrophiles and oxidants (T-REX)", ultimately aimed at on-target on-demand tripping of specific redox signaling nodes, addresses precision redox responses in physiologic settings. 33−36 T-REX takes advantage of proximity-assisted targeting to enable controlled delivery of a reactive chemical signal to a specific protein of interest upon photoactivation (Figure 4 , inset) (Class II proximity enhancement concept 37 ). The nuts and bolts of the platform are detailed elsewhere. 33 Briefly, a protein of interest (POI) is expressed as a genetic fusion to HaloTag (an engineered protein that reacts stoichiometrically and irreversibly with chloroalkanes). Cells expressing the HaloTag-POI construct are treated with a specific chloroalkane-decorated inert probe capable of releasing a single HNE molecule in the presence of light. After washing away excess probe, the HaloTag is stoichiometrically and irreversibly labeled with the photocaged-precursor to HNE. Light then releases HNE in the vacinity of the POI. If the POI is HNE sensitive, low-occupancy modification (up to ∼60% of released HNE has been delivered to the POI; whereas as low as ∼15% HNEylation efficiency has been scored as a positive sensor) of the POI by HNE will occur. HNE that does not bind to the POI is either intercepted by GSH or averaged over the whole proteome, leading to essentially no background labeling of off-target proteins. This system has significant potential to influence how redox signaling is studied/considered because if single-target HNEylation events are able to elicit gain-offunction or dominant loss-of-function, this would prove that these states are single, biologically relevant entities that have defined signaling capacity and must be studied separately. Such states would ideally be examined in the context of a healthy cell, mandating study through single-protein on-demand modifications, like T-REX. Our early findings using T-REX have indeed unveiled fundamental nuances of electrophile signaling summarized below.
Gain-of-Function Redox Signaling through Keap1-Specific Electrophilic Modification.. 33, 35, 36 Keap1 is an E3-ligase adaptor that facilitates polyubiquitination and degradation of the transcription factor Nrf2, the master regulator of cellular antioxidant response (AR). 38 In the prevailing model, AR activation results when RES-modified Keap1 releases Nrf2, which subsequently activates downstream genes. However, this pathway is modulated by multiple upstream redox-sensor proteins. 38 Many existing data argued for requirements of LDEmodification on other coregulators of the pathway to observe AR activation 38, 39 (a multihit model, Figure 3 ). We thus considered this pathway a good test case for T-REX because it was at the time impossible to define to what extent Keap1-specific redox modifications control AR signaling under bolus multihit conditions that modify hundreds of sensors simultaneously. Under T-REX-enabled targeted LDEylation of Keap1 in low stoichiometry (20−60% modification efficiency depending on cell lines/context, RES chemotype, etc.), 33−36 with no background labeling detected, selective Nrf2 stabilization and gain-of-function Nrf2-driven AR upregulation were observed. No AR activation was observed under otherwise identical conditions when Keap1 was not specifically targeted. 35, 36 Interestingly, the magnitude as well as latency of AR pathway activation showed subtle differences compared to global flooding with various LDEs. 36 Hundreds of proteins are typically modified under bolus methods, and these discrepancies may be attributable to secondary, synergistic, compensatory, and/or off-target effects or permeability of LDEs versus temporally controlled targeted delivery of a specific LDE from a photocaged probe in T-REX. The key result of pathway activation demonstrated that on-target HNEylation could function in a similar way to canonical signaling pathways: a single target-alone modification can trigger downstream response (Figure 4a) . Dominant Loss-of-Function Response through PtenSpecific Electrophilic Modulation. 33, 34 Pten is a key tumor suppressor phosphatase frequently mutated in cancer cells. 40 Importantly, there is evidence that heterozygous individuals with one loss-of-function allele are more prone to disease than hemizygotes. 41 This finding has led to the postulate that hypomorphic/loss-of-function alleles are dominant negative. Consistent with prior data suggesting that alkylation of this enzyme leads to loss of protein function, T-REX-enabled selective HNEylation of PTEN in cells resulted in accumulation of endogenous PIP3 phosphoinositide. 33 These data reinforce that inhibitory electrophilic modification on a single target is a functionally relevant event that can intercept canonical currency transfer processes such as phosphosignaling pathways ( Figure  4b ). Together with the Keap1 example above, these systems provide direct evidence supporting the single-hit model ( Figure  3 ).
■ REDOX SENSING AND RESPONSE AS A MOONLIGHTING FUNCTION
Since LDEs function as bona fide signaling molecules, the cell must have evolved many sensing hubs that enable transmutation of reactive LDE signals to precise molecular events, including transcription regulation and intersection with known signaling subsystems. These privileged nodes are likely to be excellent LDE-sensors such that one could consider this behavior to be a moonlighting activity. We predict that these sensors will mainly function through the typical signal amplification mechanisms, namely, gain-of-function and (dominant) loss-of-function. We anticipate many new sensor proteins that use these signal transduction methods will be unveiled through continued novel applications and future developments of innovative tools. The foundational knowledge that precision RES targeting and global RES proteomics tools have collectively established thus promises to ultimately address unmet therapeutic needs through precision perturbation of these moonlighting events on diverse sensor proteins.
■ HNE IS PART OF THE INFORMATION CURRENCY OF THE CELL
Interrogations of Nrf2/AR pathway and PI3K/Pten phospholipid signaling subsystems have shown that HNE is part of the information currency of the cell. The changing of hands of information carriers we show above constitute the first examples of RES-to-canonical-signaling "information currency exchange", from the volatility of the primary LDE signal, to the measured response of phosphate-signaling (such as in PI3K/ Pten), or transcriptional modulation (such as Nrf2/AR), a process akin to going to the "Dollar standard". These currencies have their own idiosyncrasies that the cell uses to its advantage. LDEs as small signaling mediators are short-lived and unpredictable but act rapidly and under specific conditions act highly selectively. It is likely that these attributes are beneficial under times of stress where resources can be limited, and some enzymes function at suboptimal capacity. Although single-protein-specific signaling proves that these pathways do not require that the cell be stressed in order for them to function. (De)Phosphorylation/gene activation is much more able to respond to global market fluxes and has multiple checks and balances built in. Thus, it makes sense that redox signaling should ultimately intersect with traditional pathways, at least in part as a "reality check". Thus, specific proteins appear to behave as "brokers" in this critical information transfer system, that is, ultimately "the eyes and ears" of the cell.
We finally propose that the mechanism by which a specific LDE effects downstream signaling may help to control threshold trigger points and in part be responsible for hormesis. For similarly reactive proteins, at low-concentration/brief HNE exposure, phenotypes likely stem from gain-of-function, such as Keap1-initiated Nrf2/AR-activation. As HNE-concentration or exposure-time increases, HNE-occupancy of sensor proteins increases, and dominant-loss-of-function signaling pathways can influence phenotypes (Figure 4c ). Pten-inhibitory signaling for instance promotes growth-stimulating signaling. Finally, at high/prolonged/chronic HNE-exposure loss-of-function phenotypes come to light. Using this yardstick, it is no coincidence that beneficial antioxidant signals are ushered through Keap1 gain-of-function. At the other extreme, cell death 42 is likely elicited by excess (bolus) HNE as a result of loss-of-function (high-occupancy) of sensor proteins.
